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Review Packages
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The reviews process between Central and Flare now supports review packages. Files are bundled
together and sent for review to Central. Files can be reviewed and modified, and then accepted
back into the Flare project. A package is essentially a container that can include a single file or
multiple files (e.g., topics, snippets). This feature provides enhanced review workflows, project
management for owners, and more context about the content for reviewers.
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Permission Required?
Reviews do not require permission to partake in them. However, managing and creating review
packages in Central does require the Manage Reviews permission.



Updates to Reviews Main Page
Since reviews functionality has expanded in Central, the Reviews main page has also changed.
What you see and interact with on the Reviews main page largely depends on your user type. For
example, a subject matter expert (SME) is mainly exposed to packages for reviewing and editing,
but an author has additional access to package and file grids, and can also create packages directly
in Central.
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Review Explorer
When you first click the Reviews page, any uploaded packages that involve you display in the
Review Explorer. If you are the owner, the files are listed in the Sent pane. If you are a reviewer, the
files are listed in the Pending pane.

n If you click the review package, an overview page displays to the right with a chart, files, and
statuses as they relate to a single package.

n If you click Show files , the Review Explorer changes, allowing you to toggle views between
Files and Table of Contents (TOC). (If an owner chooses not to associate files with a TOC,
then a TOC will not be applicable to your review package.) If you click a file, it displays in the
Review Editor to the right.

n If you click the owner name link, a profile dialog opens with owner information.
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Review Packages Overview
As soon as you select a review package, you can see details right away in its overview. The ability to
monitor and update review packages, the file(s) within a package, and reviewers, provides value and
momentum to the review process.

1. On the left side of the interface, click Reviews.

2. From the Review Explorer, select a package. The review package overview opens to the right.
From the review package overview you can immediately see analytics regarding review
package files. It shows the state of the files, your status, and the status of other reviewers.
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Toggle Files and TOC Views
Reviewers have the option to see individual files in a list or in a TOC view for review. The Files view
means that you see a list of flat files. The TOC view, on the other hand, provides more context for
content and a general flow of materials. The TOC view caters to the perspective of the end user
since files are assembled as they would display in a TOC for output.

1. On the left side of the interface, click Reviews.

2. From the Review Explorer, select Show files from the desired package.

3. The pane changes to show the contents of the package. Select Files or TOC at the top for
your preferred view.
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NOTE Topics and snippets can be included in a review package. Topics display in
both views, but snippets only display in the Files view. Snippets do not display in the
TOC view.
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NOTE Central's TOC view shows a label if it is entered manually into the TOC (i.e., in
Flare, the label displays in black font). But, if you use a variable for a TOC node (i.e.,
you dragged the topic from the Content Explorer to the TOC and it displays in blue
font), then Central shows the file name. The variables will display appropriately in the
output. You can hover over the file name in the TOC view in Central, and it should
show the variable.

4. Select a file. It displays in the right side for reviewing and editing.
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Managing Review Packages
Once review packages are in Central, SMEs and authors can edit, annotate, set status, and send
files back to the owner.

In addition to the reviewing and editing capabilities, bundling files in a review package provides
authors with options for managing packages and files in Central. How you use and control the
available options depends on what is important to your specific review workflow.

Why Manage Reviews?
n Package Updates Review packages can be adjusted after they are created and sent for

review. You can easily access the Review Package profile to add or delete files for a package,
add or remove reviewers, change the TOC, or update the status of a package for any review
package that is in Central.

n Revision History You can glean information from the Projects > Commits page since it acts
as a history log for file versions that are connected to your Flare project. The commit ID is a
reference point for when an item was created in the repository regardless of what it includes
(e.g., review packages, files). Although referencing the commit ID on the Commits page is
not new functionality, it can be useful.

n Timely Feedback Collaborative content reviews are a vital part in the documentation process.
The review packages feature enables owners to keep an active eye on any reviews in
progress. Stale statuses or date and time gaps can trigger owners to follow up on progress.

n Tracking Use the data grids to follow every aspect of a review package as it moves through
the review process. You can click different path links in the Reviews interface to locate and
find more information about projects, files, or users in Central. You can filter and sort data to
quickly search statuses, names, dates, projects, etc.

n Viewing Status Virtually every component in Central reviews captures some sort of status.
For example, status is reflected in the Review Explorer, the package overview, the right Side
Panel, the grids, and the profiles. It ranges from what state the package is in, the overall
status of all files in a package, to the individual reviewer status and where they are with a
given file. Flare and Central work together to maintain the current state of files in a review
package to their respective environments; giving momentum to the review process.
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Packages and Files Grids
The Packages grid displays all the review packages in Central, while the Files grid shows all files
sent for review regardless of the package. The grids provide a way to view, modify, or compare
data. Each grid has a local toolbar, and most column elements are clickable, leading you to relevant
pages, context menus, and profiles for further inspection of details and manipulation.

The main difference between the two grids is a matter of perspective—for managing reviews. You
can do many of the same functions (e.g., adding reviewers, setting statuses, adding files), but the
grid you use depends on if you want a package- or files-centric view of the project. Of course, there
some things unique to each grid. For example, if you have a file in a package but are not sure which
one, you can search the Files grid to find it.

n Packages Grid Displays every review package. In the Packages local toolbar you can set
package status , delete review packages , and customize grid columns . Columns
include: Name, Status, Review Owner, Reviewers, Project, Branch, Commit ID, Created On,
Description, and TOC Path. Many of the columns include a filtering function for finding
specific items. In the main toolbar, you can click to create a new review package.

The Packages grid also includes a Create Review Package button where you can start a new
package.
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n Files Grid Displays all files sent for review. In the Files local toolbar you can set file status ,
and customize grid columns . Columns include: File Name, Status, Path, Review Package,
My Status, My Submitted Date, All Users Status, All Users Submitted Date, Review Owner,
Created On, Reviewers, Project, Branch, and Commit ID. Many of the columns include a
filtering function for finding specific items. In the main toolbar, you can click to create
a new review package.
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Updating Review Packages
With the permission to manage reviews, you can make changes to a review package after it has
been created and uploaded to Central.

How to Add or Remove Reviewers
1. On the left side of the interface, click Reviews.

2. From the top navigation, click Grids.

3. Select Packages.

4. For the review package you want to add reviewers to or remove reviewers from, select its
icon (under the Name column). The Review Package profile opens.
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NOTE Alternatively, you can click the three dot vertical menu and select View
Reviewers. This way also opens the Review Package profile, directly to the Reviewers
option.

5. Select Reviewers.
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6. On the right, the current reviewers are listed. Select Edit.
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7. From the list of available reviewers, select to add a reviewer (or deselect to remove a
reviewer.) Click Save.

NOTE You can also use the Files grid to add or remove reviewers. The process is the
same except you would select the review package icon under the Review Package
column.
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How to Set the Package Status
In the review process, statuses are updated behind the scenes for the most part. However, there
might be circumstances from a management perspective where a status setting needs to be
updated manually.

1. On the left side of the interface, click Reviews.

2. From the top navigation, click Grids.

3. Select Packages.

4. For the review package you want to set the status on, select its icon (under the Name
column). The Review Package profile opens.

5. Select Settings.

6. On the right, select from the Status drop-down (i.e., open, closed). Click Save.

n Open The review package is open for review. This is the default setting.

n Closed All files in the package are set to a closed status (i.e., the package can no longer
be reviewed).
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NOTE Alternatively, you can set the package status for multiple packages (in bulk) from the
Packages grid local toolbar.

1. In the package row, select the check box.

2. From the local toolbar, select Set review package status.

3. In the Set Review Package Status dialog, select the drop-down and update the status.

4. Click Save.
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EXAMPLE If a reviewer is working a package that is "In Progress," and edits have been
make, an author managing the review can set the package to a "Closed" state.

Then, the author could decide to set the package back into an "Open" state. Using the
Settings option for updating status, the author has the choice to either keep the previous
reviewer statuses by not selecting the given check box, or that person can select the check
box and all of the files statuses and reviewer statuses will be set back to the original "To
Do" status for that package.
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How to Add or Remove Files
1. On the left side of the interface, click Reviews.

2. From the top navigation, click Grids.

3. Select Packages.

4. For the review package you want to add files to or remove files from, select its icon (under the
Name column). The Review Package profile opens.
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NOTE Alternatively, you can click the three dot vertical menu and select View Files.
This way also opens the Review Package profile, directly to the Files option.
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5. Select Files.

6. On the right, the current files are listed. Select Add Files. Also, to delete a file, you can click the
trash icon to the right of the file.
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7. From the popup, select other files from the project to add to the review (or deselect to remove
files.) Click Add and Save Files.
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NOTE You can also use the Files grid to add files. The process is the same except
you would select the review package icon under the Review Package column.
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How to Set the File Status
In the review process, statuses are updated behind the scenes for the most part. However, there
might be circumstances from a management perspective where a status setting needs to be
updated manually.

1. On the left side of the interface, click Reviews.

2. From the top navigation, click Grids.

3. Select Files.

4. For the file you want to change the status on, select its icon (under the File Name column).
The Review File Profile opens.

5. Select Settings.

6. On the right, select from the Status drop-down. Click Save.

n Open The file is open for review. This is the default setting.

n Closed The file is closed for review.
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n Accepted The file is accepted in Flare.
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NOTE Alternatively, set the file status from the Files grid local toolbar.

1. In the file row, select the check box.

2. From the local toolbar, select Set review file status.

3. In the Set Review File Status dialog, select the drop-down and update the status.

4. Click Save.

Even more options are:

In the Files grid, you can click the review package icon under the Review Package column.
Or in the Packages grid, you can click the review package icon under the Name column. In
both cases, the Review Package profile opens. If you select the Files option, you can click
the file icon to open the Review File profile to update file status.
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NOTE From the reviewer's perspective, the changing of the status is done automatically as
the reviewer works through the review. After contributing to the file, the reviewer can simply
press the Submit button. Reviewers do not have to manually update their file status.
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EXAMPLE If a reviewer is working a file that is "In Progress," and edits have been make, an
author managing the review can set the file to a "Closed" state.
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Then, the author could decide to set the file back into an "Open" state. Using the Settings
option for updating status, the author has the choice to either keep the previous reviewer
statuses by not selecting the given check box, or that person can select the check box and
all of the reviewer statuses will be set back to the original "To Do" status for that file.
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How to Delete a Package
1. On the left side of the interface, click Reviews.

2. From the top navigation, click Grids.

3. Select Packages.

4. Do one of the following:

n From the package row click the vertical three dot menu, and select Delete Review
Package. The Review Package profile opens to the Delete option.

n From the package row, click the package name icon.

The Review Package profile opens to the Overview option. Select the Delete Option.

5. Confirm the delete action, and click Delete. Deleting a review package cannot be undone.
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NOTE Alternatively, you can select one or multiple review packages to delete.

1. Select the package row. This action enables options in the top toolbar.

2. Click Delete Review Packages.

3. In the dialog, confirm the delete action, and click Delete.
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Creating Review Packages in Central
There are a few ways to create review packages (e.g., from Flare to Central, directly in Central). No
way is better than the other but there are some considerations. For example, if you are using Flare,
creating a review package in Flare is convenient. If a TOC is included in a review package, reviewers
have the added benefit of being able to view files for review in the TOC view. When a package is
created from Flare's TOC Editor, it is favorable to select single or multiple TOC nodes. Conversely, if
you are working in Central, it might be better to create a review package in Central. The
disadvantage is that you select individual files for review, and then separately select a TOC.
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Sending Review Packages (Central vs. Flare)
Send Review Packages Via... Caveats

Central's Review Package Wizard You first select files for review, and then select a
TOC. When selecting files, you need to know in
advance what TOC those files are associated
with to select it in the subsequent wizard screen.
Selecting a TOC is optional, and only necessary if
you want reviewers to be able to review files in
the TOC view.

Flare's TOC Editor Sends individually selected files or multiple files
and folder nodes as a review package with a TOC
associated with it. This enables reviewers to
open files in Central’s TOC view which provides
better context for content. In this case, the TOC
drop-down in the Send Files for Review Wizard
defaults to pick the TOC that the wizard is
initiated from.

Flare's Review Ribbon Sends individually selected files, or folders with
multiple files selected within them as review
packages. The files have no association with a
TOC. In this case, the TOC drop-down in the Send
Files for Review Wizard defaults to (none).
However, you can choose a TOC for the review
package if you want to (for reviews to display in a
TOC view in Central).
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How to Create a Review Package in Central
Owners can initiate the review process in Central directly, bypassing Flare as the starting point.

1. On the left side of the interface, click Reviews.

2. From the top navigation, click Grids.

3. Select Packages (if not already selected).

4. In the upper-right corner, select Create Review Package. The wizard opens.

5. At a minimum, enter a Name, and select a Project and Branch. Click Next. You can optionally
enter a review package description.

NOTE You can only create a review package for a project in Central that you are a
part of (i.e., a user or a team member of the project).
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6. Expand the content folders to select files for the package. You can also select a folder to
choose everything under it. Click Next.
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7. (Optional) You can choose a Table of Contents that is associated with the files selected. This
is only necessary if you want reviewers to be able to review files using the TOC view in
Central. Click Next.
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8. (Optional) Select reviewers. Click Next.
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9. Review the summary of the package. Click Create Review Package. The new review package
displays in Central's Reviews page.

NOTE You can optionally click the Back button on any of the wizard screens to
change review package information before creating it.

NOTE Depending on what you need to do, keep in mind that you can edit existing
review packages rather than create new ones. For example, you can add and delete
files or add and remove reviewers using the Review Packages profile.
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What’s Noteworthy?
NOTE For the review process, keep in mind that review packages are sent up, and files
come down. In other words, owners are sending review packages up to Central, and then
reviewers are submitting individual files back down to Flare. The advantage to this is that
you can look at files as they come in; you do not have to wait for all the files in a review
package in order to review them. Once all package files are accepted into Flare, the review
package is closed.

NOTE Since the review packages feature affects the reviews process between both Central
and Flare, be sure to check out Flare's online Help. Flare supports an efficient workflow for
sending and receiving review packages back and forth with Central.

NOTE The latest version of the Flare application is required for sending review packages.
Older versions of Flare support reviews but only for sending and accepting single files for
review. Files will be brought into Central as one-file packages. For example, if you have 10
files for review, they will be sent as 10 review packages—the files will not be bundled
together as one package.

NOTE If you plan to incorporate sending packages for review from Flare to Central, the
project first must be bound to Central.
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APPENDIX

PDFs
The following PDFs are available for download from the online Help.

Getting Started Guide

License Management and Purchasing Guide

Projects and Builds Guide

Security Whitepaper

Sites Guide

Tasks Guide

Users and Teams Guide

What's New Guide

Widgets Guide
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